
Christmas Truck

outline the bed of the truck,
leaving space for the wheel,
bumper, and a small strip at

the top.

Use an edible ink marker to
trace the cab and bed of the

truck. 

With the thick green icing in
the bag cut with a circle, make

tear drop shaped leaves by
squeezing and quickly

pulling back. 

Outline the hood, leaving
space for the wheel.

With white icing, make dots in the center of
each wheel and a square for the window. Allow

these elements to crust for 30-45 minutes
before proceeding

Add the bumpers the inside
of the bed using black icing. 
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Add the wheels and pipe the frame of
the window of the truck with red. 
 Allow to crust for 30-45 minutes. 

Finally, fill in the door of the
truck. 



Floral Ornament

Swirl in the white to create a 
 highlight. 

Pipe and flood the green
circle, and even out the icing

with your scribe tool. 

Pipe a bit of white at the top.

Add the top to the ornament
with black. 

Use the thick light green to create teardrop
shaped leaves by squeezing then pulling back. 

Add another layer of petals
on top between the previous

set. 
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With the thick white icing (the bag that has
been cut into a "V" shape, squeeze and pull

back to create petals.

Use the thick green icing in
the bag cut with a "V" to make

leaves surrounding the
flower.

Create the center of the
flower by piping a few dots
with the light green, black,

and yellow. 



Christmas Tree

Using the black icing, add a
stump at the bottom of the

tree. 

Continue to the top of the tree
and use one leaf to make a

point at the top. 

Pipe a bit of red 20 sec. icing
onto the top bow and paint

with a brush. 

Create the bow shape and fill
with icing. 
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Starting from the bottom,
create tear drop petals all the

way up the tree. Stacking
them between each other. 

Create the ribbons and place
a dot in the center of the bow. 



Snowman

Cut the "V" tip off the thick white icing so
that the cut is straight across. Holding the

bag close to the cookie, swirl from the
outside in to create the snowman's face. 

Outline the top section of the
hat with black. 

Flood and even out with the
scribe. 

Pipe the brim of the hat. Fill in the brim of the hat and
use two black dots to create

the eyes. 

Make a curved line of black
dots for the snowman's smile 

Add the carrot nose!
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Small Ornament

Swirl the two together to
create a highlight. 

Flood the top oval of the
ornament and even out with

the scribe using the red icing. 

Pipe a bit of white at the top.

Use the green to create details at
the bottom of the ornament with
the same teardrop shapes as the

leaves. 
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Add a few red dots on top. 

Add a touch of black for the
ornament hanger. 

Use the thick, green icing to
create 3 dots at the top of the

ornament.



Santa Face

Use the scribe tool to even out
the icing 

Pipe a semi-circle shape,
leaving plenty of room on the

edges which will become
Santa's face

Squeeze the bag more tightly
and fill in the shape. 

Pipe the outline of Santa's red had,
leaving at least a half inch space

between the hat and the face. 

Use the tick white icing to
create large cotton like dots

across the brim of the hat and
on the tip of the hat. 

Fill in the beard area with thick
white icing. 

Use the scribe to give the
beard some texture. Then,
add the mustache and pull

out the sides with the scribe. 
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